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will be but little the better for anything else/ Locke's
advice as to the health of children occupies the first
thirty sections of his essay. In Mr. Quick's edition a
distinguished physician shows how far Locke's advice
corresponds with the best medical science of the
present day. He says that only on one important point
can his advice be considered wrong, and that is where
he recommends that children's boots should have holes
in them in order that theyemay be kept constantly wet
Locke's advice on physical training consists mainly of
the following points, i. Children are to be hardened
to cold and heat, and not protected too carefully against
extremes of temperature. 2. They are to wash the
feet at least, if not the whole body, in cold water. 3.
They are to learn to swim, and to live as much as pos-
sible in the open air. 4. They are to wear loose clothing,
5. They are to eat little meat, none at all for the first
three or four years of life, little sugar, and no spice.
When a child is hungry between meals, let him eat a piece
of brown bread. 6. A child's meals are to be irregular.
 7.	He is to drink small beer (which in Locke's, time took
the place of water), but never mi til he has eaten something ;
wine and strong drink is on all accounts to be avoided.
 8.	Ripe fruit is much to^be commended, especially before
or between meals.    9. Children are to go early to bed,
and are to rise betimes.    Eight hours7 sleep is enough
for most children.    The bed is not to be soft, and chil-
dren must be gently wakened.    to. Great care is to be
paid to the regularity of the digestion,    n. As little
physic is to be taken as possible.  * And thus/ Locke says,
* I have done with what concerns the body and health?
which reduces itself to these few and easy observable
rules—plenty of open air, exercise, and sleep, plain diet,
no wine or strong drink, and very little or no physickf

